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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

During the reporting period the main physical activities undertaken on the site were:  

on Lot 1: 

(i) Continuation of the left riverbank protection works,  

(ii) Civil works: 

o in the powerhouse building; 

o construction of the new control building; 

o on Unit 5; 

o in the area of the transformer T3. 

(iii) Dismantling of the transformer T3, 

(iv) Refurbishment of the hydraulic passage of Unit 5, 

(v) Generator and turbine installation works at Unit 5. 

on Lot 2:  

(i) Mobilization works at the area of 220 kV and 110 kV Switchyards, 

(ii) Excavation works under construction 220 kV and 110 kV Control Buildings, 

(iii) Dismantling of Equipment at the Zone I of 220 kV switchyard. 

 

Site inspections (on Lot 1 and Lot 2) were undertaken by the Project Implementation Consultant (PIC) 

Environmental Specialist on 6 February, 16 March, 1 May and 1 June 2018. Inspections were 

conducted jointly with the Contractor SHJV (Lot 1) specialist Mr. Wu Caigui, accompanied by an 

interpreter. This provided an opportunity for joint discussion of emerging issues and decision-making 

on environmental issues and compliance with safety regulations. It should be noted that the Contractor 

understands the arising problems and the readiness to comply with the requirements for occupational 

safety and environment protection. 

During reporting period, the coordination between the specialists of the PIC, PMUES and Contractors 

on solution of emerging environmental problems has been improved significantly in accordance with 

the requirements of their SEMP. The PMUES/PIC notifications on non-compliance with environmental 

protection requirements based on conducted inspections were officially sent to the Lot 1 and Lot 2 

Contractors Lot 1 and Lot 2. After reviewing the PMUES/PIC environmental protection and safety 

requirements, both Contractors took appropriate corrective measures against detected discrepancies. 

Key issues outstanding at the end of the reporting period, which the PIC are working with PMU and 

the Contractor to resolve appropriately, include:  

 Conducting a close monitoring on compliance by both Contractors with the requirements of their 

SEMP. In particular, it concerns the safe removal of oil from old electrical equipment during 

dismantling works, including the disposal of asbestos-containing materials in the dismantling of 

plant’s units; 

 In the monthly reports of the Lot 1 Contractor there is practically no information on compliance 

with requirements and actions for environmental protection and safety; 

 Reports of Contractor’s environmental and safety inspections to be made available; 

 The following agreements should still be reached: (i) agreement with the Committee for 

Environmental Protection under the Government of the Republic of Tajikistan on the disposal of 

hazardous waste (asbestos, electronic waste, batteries, fluorescent lamps); (ii) agreements with 
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the Department of Environment protection of Levakand
1
 City (Levakand city hospital) for the 

disposal of medical waste from the Contractor's camp; (iii) stabilization of the water supply for the 

Contractor's camp; 

 Costs control of the Lot 1 and Lot 2 Contractors during implementation the requirements of their 

SEMP; 

The Lot 1 Contractor promised to provide certificates for the environmental compliance of 

equipment, installations, parts, components and spare parts delivered from People Republic of 

China. 

Risks associated with activities to be a focus in the next period include (but are not limited to): 

 Removal of asbestos from generating units 

 Removal of oil in spillway gates close to water 

 Removal of oil from 220 kV and 110 kV bulk-oil circuit-breakers in the process of their removal 

 Soil erosion and sediment pollution during river bank protection works 

 Safety hazards including falling material, confined space work, fall risk, toxic dust and fumes, 

hearing damage, eye damage.  

 

 

  

 

                                                
1
 SARBAND City was renamed to LEVAKAND City by the GoT’ Decree dated 20.01.2018 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Project Background 

1. This is the third Semi-annual Environmental Report for the Golovnaya 240 MW 

Hydropower Rehabilitation Project (the project), ADB Grant 0376-TAJ, covering the period 

from January to June 2018. The scope of the report is to report on monitoring of 

environmental, social and safety issues associated with the implementation of the project.  

2. The 240 MW Golovnaya Hydropower Plant is a multipurpose power station located 

about 120 km south of the capital, Dushanbe, in the lower reach of the Vakhsh Cascade of 

HPPs. The location is shown on the map below.  

 

Figure 1 Location of the project  

  

3. Executing Agency is Open Joint Stock Company Barki Tojik (BT). The Implementing 

Agency is the State Establishment “Project Management Unit for Electro-Energy Sector” 
(PMUES).   

4. The project is in two Contract lots, Lot 1 being for the powerhouse and Lot 2 for the 

switchyards. Lot 1 Contract is under implementation since January 2017 and a Contract for 

the Switchyard works has been awarded in April and is effective since mid-June 2017. Given 

minor changes in Lot 1 implementation leading to Lot 1A contract signed on 14 June 2018, 

the project is scheduled to be completed on 23 August 2022.  

5. Lot 1 Powerhouse Contract was awarded to a joint venture between Sinohydro 

Corporation Ltd. and Hydrochina Corporation on 25 October 2016, effective on 16 December 

2016 for the powerhouse works, canal and river bank protection and construction of the 

camp. The original scope of work for the Powerhouse Contract is as follows: 

• Replacement of Units 1, 2 and 5. 
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• Replacement of the Block 3 transformer that serves Units 5 and 6. 

• Replacement of the Block 2 transformer that serves Units 2 and 4. 

• Refurbishment of turbine units 3 and 6 to provide a new governor system, unit controls, 

conversion to static excitation, new high pressure compressed air system, unit cooling 

water system for turbine and generator, generator SF6 breaker, generator bus, 

disconnect switch, generator and line side potential transformers (PTs), current 

transformers (CTs) and surge arresters, generator neutral grounding cubicle, generator 

protection, metering and synchronization panel, turbine and generator instrumentation, 

and associated cabling. 

• Replacement of the control room 

• Replacement of the spillway gate and hoist system, and sectional bulkhead. 

• Civil works including demolition and reconstruction of concrete and embedded steel for 

the new units, grouting behind draft tube liners, repairs to hydraulic passages and 

gates, rehabilitation of piezometers, general repairs to concrete surfaces to improve 

safety and erosion protection to protect the downstream left bank of the river. 

• Other general rehabilitation works including rehabilitation of the gantry cranes, irrigation 

siphon bypass, power intake sectional bulkheads, trashrack and trashrack rake, 

sediment sluice bulkheads, tailrace deck gantry crane, draft tube bulkhead gates and 

guides, sediment sluice gates and downstream bulkhead gate, canal to river sediment 

sluice bulkhead, switchgear and station service transformers, battery, distribution 

switchgear, powerhouse crane, compressed air system, fire protection, block 

transformer oil containment and oil-water separator system, HVAC, powerhouse 

drainage and dewatering systems, oil handling systems, domestic water and sewage 

system, mechanical and electrical workshop, together with associated piping and 

cabling systems. 

6. During reporting period, the Employer's Request for approval of Minor Changes in 

Project Scope to ADB (April 23, 2018) was prepared and sent to ADB related to the proposal 

to replace units 3 and 6 instead of their refurbishment, including the replacement of all trash 

racks, also instead of repair them. Appropriate ADB approval on this request was received 

on June 6, 2018, and already on June 14, a direct separate Contract for Lot 1A between 

OSHC Barki Tojik and Contractor SHJV was signed. Also, Amendment 1 was signed to the 

Lot 1 Contract to remove the scope of work associated with the rehabilitation of Units 3 and 6. 

It should be noted that under the new Lot 1A Contract, the necessary funds have also been 

allocated to implement activities related to environmental protection, compliance with safety 

measures and social issues 

7. Lot 2 switchyards contract is for the rehabilitation of the plant’s 110/35/6 kV and 220 kV 

switchyards, including the following: 

• 220 kV Switchyard:  

o Refurbish or replace switchyard structures and equipment bay-by-bay. The state 

of the 220 kV switchgear and the lack of space will mean that at any time 

throughout the construction period two bays will need to be de-energized. 

o Install a new transformer bay to connect the Block Transformer 3 to the 220 kV 

switchgear. 
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o Connect the third transmission line from Block Transformer 3 to the 220 kV 

switchyard. 

o Construct a new 220 kV control building. 

• 110 kV Switchyard:  

o Refurbish or replace switchyard structures and equipment bay-by-bay. 

o Sandblast, repaint and refurbish the 110 kV transmission lines towers from the 

powerhouse to the switchyard. 

o Construct a new 110 kV control building. 

• MV Services Building 

o To be located within 110 kV switchyard area. 

o Will house MV switchgear and auxiliary transformers for supplying both 220 kV 

and 110 kV control buildings. 

o Will house a control room to manage MV system as a separate entity. 

• Special Load Shedding System 

o Barki Tojik has asked for the scope of work described in the Rehabilitation 

Design Report to be expanded to include the Special Load Shedding System 

(CAOH) 

8. The Lot 2 switchyards contract bidding documents took into account the following: 

• The works will be undertaken in a live environment and mandatory safety measures as 

well as social responsibility will need to be strictly observed.   

• Loss of electricity production due to switchyard bay outages and other works will need 

to be minimized, particularly during the winter months. 

• Close cooperation with the Lot 1 contractor and Barki Tojik’s operations staff will be 
required. 

1.2. Documents relevant to Environmental Safeguards 

9. The following documents were prepared for the Project and include environmental 

safeguards: 

 Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Golovnaya 240 MW Hydropower Rehabilitation 

Project, September 2013; 

 Environment and Social Compliance Audit Reports, September 2013 

 Project Administration Manual (PAM) to Golovnaya 240 MW Hydropower Rehabilitation 

Project, November 2013; 

 Grant Agreement between Republic of Tajikistan and ADB of 23 December 2013. 

Schedule 4, clauses 18; 

 Special Conditions of the Contract between SOFRECO and BARKI TOJIK, clause 20  

 The Lot 1 Updated Site Specific Environmental Management Plan of the Contractor 

SHJV, November 2017 
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 The Lot 2 Updated Site Specific Environmental Management Plan of the Contractor 

Consortium Genser-GE, April 2018.  

10. The IEE describing the required actions for the EMP performance monitoring and 

supervision has been approved by ADB and the latest up-dated version is published on the 

ADB Website (www.adb.org/projects/46418-001/documents). 

11. According to the Environmental & Social Due Diligence Report Replacement of Units 3 

& 6 instead of repair (ADB, Project Number: 46418-001, Grant 0376-TAJ (SF), December 

2017)  the technical advice is that Units 3 and 6 have been found to be in worse condition 

than expected and therefore the proposal to replace them. It has to be noted that the 

technical operating life / service life of Units 3 and 6 have fully expired, and therefore 

environmental risks will take place as during the repair, and probably can be repeated again 

after repairs. 

12. It is considered that replacement of two additional generator units, rather than repair as 

envisaged in the IEE, would on balance have moderate overall benefits and risk reduction in 

relation to environmental, social and occupational health and safety. The approved IEE 

already assessed generator replacement for three units and provided mitigation measures. 

The proposed change is therefore not a change in the fundamental nature of the project. A 

summary of issues is given in the table below. 

Table 1 Summary of Issues for replacement vs repair of Units 3 and 6 

Issue Replacement Vs Repair 
Benefits of 

replacement 

During works  

Asbestos and other hazardous 

materials during removal of old unit - 

exposure to workers 

High risk in both cases. May be less risk for 

replacement if there is less disassembly in 

situ. 

Yes 

Asbestos and other hazardous 

materials during disassembly and 

breaking up of old units 

As above Yes 

Oil leaks during disassembly and 

removal. 
As above Yes 

Waste generation Additional metal waste from replacement No 

Hazardous waste 
Hazardous waste may be more contained in 

replacement 
Yes 

Climate change re energy and 

materials in manufacture and 

transport of new units 

Additional energy and materials for 

manufacturing and transport for replacement 
No 

Electricity generation, climate 

change benefits and water efficiency 

Replacement may involve less down time and 

so more social benefits and water efficiency of 

reduced power interruption 

Yes 

Ongoing Operation  

Oil leaks causing ongoing water 

pollution during operation 

Replacement may reduce risk on ongoing oil 

leaks 
Yes 

Electricity generation, climate 

change  

Replacement may provide more efficient 

ongoing generation. 
Yes 

 Social benefits of improved electrical supply Yes 

http://www.adb.org/projects/46418-001/documents
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Improved efficiency of water use 

with new units 

Replacement has social benefit of improving 

electricity generation and water efficiency 
Yes 

Safety - confined spaces 
Reduced safety risks due to shorter time to 

complete works 
Yes 

Safety - heavy lifting equipment Similar No 

Noise during operation 
Replacement may reduce ongoing noise in 

power station 
Yes 

 

1.3. Construction Activities during Reporting Period 

13. During reporting period, within the frame of: 

 Lot 1: (i) dismantling of the block transformer T3 has been completed, (ii) the 

construction works at the Unit 5 chamber have been completed, (iii) construction 

works on the hydraulic passage of unit No. 5 has been continued, (iv) civil works on 

the construction: control building, bank protection works on the left bank of the river, 

on the powerhouse building have been continued. 

 Lot 2: (i) mobilization works at the 220 kV and 110 kV Switchyards have been 

completed, (ii) civil works on the construction of 220 kV and 110 kV Control Buildings 

were started, and dismantling of equipment for Zone 1 of 220 kV Switchyard was 

started. 

 

14. The table below shows the construction activities implemented in the reporting period 

(January-June 2018).  

 

Table 2 Construction activities implemented in reporting period 

№ Month, 

2018 

Construction activities on Lot 1 and Lot 2 

1 

J
a
n
u
a
ry

 

 

Action Progress (%) Lot 

Left riverbank protection works (underwater part) 20 1 

Civil works in the powerhouse building 2 1 

Construction of new control building 3 1 

Civil works on Unit 5 50 1 

Refurbishment of hydraulic passage 10 1 

Mobilization works on  220 kV Switchyard 10 2 

Mobilization works on  110 kV Switchyard 10 2 

2 

F
e
b
ru

a
ry

 

 

Action Progress (%) Lot 

Left riverbank protection works (underwater part) 30 1 

Civil works in the powerhouse building 3 1 

Construction of new control building 20 1 

Civil works on Unit 5 70 1 

Refurbishment of hydraulic passage 20 1 

Turbine Installation of Unit 5 30 1 

Generator Installation of Unit 5 1 1 

Mobilization works on  220 kV Switchyard 90 2 

Mobilization works on  110 kV Switchyard 90 2 
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3 

M
a
rc

h
 

 

Action Progress 

(%) 

Lot 

Left riverbank protection works (underwater part) 60 1 

Civil works in the powerhouse building 11 1 

Construction of new control building 5 1 

Civil works on Unit 5 85 1 

Refurbishment of hydraulic passage 20 1 

Turbine Installation of Unit 5 43 1 

Generator Installation of Unit 5 9 1 

Dismantling of the transformer T3 27 1 

Mobilization works on  220 kV Switchyard 100 2 

Mobilization works on  110 kV Switchyard 100 2 

4 

A
p
ri

l 

Action Progress 

(%) 

Lot 

Left riverbank protection works (underwater part) 90 1 

Civil works in the powerhouse building 12 1 

Construction of new control building 7 1 

Civil works on Unit 5 89 1 

Refurbishment of hydraulic passage 30 1 

Turbine Installation of Unit 5 72 1 

Generator Installation of Unit 5 34 1 

Dismantling of the transformer T3 100 1 

Civil works at T3 area 3 1 

Excavation works under construction 220 kV 

control building 
5 2 

 

5 

M
a
y
 

 

Action Progress 

(%) 

Lot 

Left riverbank protection works (underwater part) 100 1 

Left riverbank protection works (above-water 

portion) 
5 1 

Civil works in the powerhouse building 20 1 

Construction of new control building 28 1 

Civil works on Unit 5 89 1 

Refurbishment of hydraulic passage 70 1 

Turbine Installation of Unit 5 83 1 

Generator Installation of Unit 5 53 1 

Civil works at T3 area 48 1 

Excavation works under construction 220 kV 

control building 
100 2 

Excavation works under construction 110 kV 

control building 
50 2 

Equipment Dismantling in the Zone 1 of 220 kV 

Switchyard 
30 2 
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6 

J
u
n
e

 

 

Action Progress 

(%) 

Lot  

Left riverbank protection works (above-water 

portion) 
50 1 

Civil works in the powerhouse building 22 1 

Construction of new control building 60 1 

Civil works on Unit 5 95 1 

Refurbishment of hydraulic passage 70 1 

Turbine Installation of Unit 5 90 1 

Generator Installation of Unit 5 65 1 

Civil works at T3 area 80 1 

220 kV Control Building Construction 1 2 

Excavation works under construction 110 kV 

control building 
100 2 

Equipment Dismantling in the Zone 1 of 220 kV 

Switchyard 
100 2 

Foundation construction for new equipment in 

Zone 1 of 220 kV Switchyard 
50 2 

 

 

The total work progress on Lot 1 in June 2018 is 40% 

The total work progress on Lot 2 in June 2018 is 5% 

 

1.4. Project Organization Structure and Environmental Management Team 

15. The Executing Agency for the project is Barki Tojik. The Project Management Unit 

(PMU) has been set up within Barki Tojik for management of the implementation contracts. 

The PMU has a Social and Environmental Unit responsible for monitoring and evaluation of 

safeguards on PMU projects. The Head of the Social and Environmental Unit is Mr. Sirojidin 

Karimov. There are three Environmental and Social Specialists in the Unit. Mr. Aziz Kholov, 

Main Environmental and Social Specialist, is assigned to this project.   

16. The Contractor for the powerhouse works on Lot 1 is the Joint Venture of Sinohydro-

Hydrochina from PRC. Staff responsible for environmental and safety matters are Mr Qi 

Zhonghua, Safety Director & Chief Engineer and Mr Wu Caigui, Environmental Protection 

Engineer.  

17. The Contractor for the switchyard component on Lot 2 is the Consortium “GENSER-

GE” from Turkey. Staff responsible for environmental and safety matters is Mr. Hamza 

Kurbanov, Chief Engineer. 

18. The PMU is supported by the Project Implementation Consultants (PIC), a joint venture 

led by SOFRECO (France), with Stucky and KGAL. The PIC team includes one National 

Environmental Consultant Ms. Muazama Burkhanova (8 months spread over the period 

2017-2022) and one International Environmental Consultant Mr Wayne Petrass (3 months 

spread over the period 2017-2022).  

19. The project organisation chart is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 2 Project Organisation Chart 

ADB
Tajikistan Resident Mission

(Tianhua Luo, Project Officer) 

OSHC "Barqi Tojik“
(Employer)

(Ismoilzoda Mirzo Ibrohim, 

Chairman) 

Project Management Unit

Executive Director

(Nazar Nazarzoda) 

Golovnaya HPP

Director
(Nurmakhmad Kholnazarov) 

PROJECT 

IMPLEMENTATION

CONSULTANT

Lot 1

SINOHYDRO&HYDROCHINA 

JV

(CONTRACTOR)

Lot 2

GENSER&GE Consortium

(CONTRACTOR)

  

20. The table below presents the Environmental Management team for this project. The 
current PMUES staff for EM and Social Sector is as follows: 

 
Table 3 Environmental Management Team of PMUES 

N 
Social Sector and Environmental 

Monitoring Departments of PMUES 
Name 

1 Head of Department Mr. Sirojiddin Karimov 

2 Main specialist on social and environmental issues Mr. Hisrav Sharipov 

3 Main specialist on social and environmental issues Mr. Aziz Kholov 

4 Main specialist on social and environmental issues Ms. Takhmina Aslamova 

5 Leading specialist on environmental issues Ms. Shahlo Khokiroeva 

 

21. During this reporting period, the PMU of Open Stock Holding Company “Barqi Tojik” 
closely cooperates with ADB representatives (Ms. Paula Araujo, ADB Environmental 

Specialist and Ms. Malika Babadzhanova, ADB RETA 8663 Regional Environmental 

Safeguards Consultant), the Consultant (SOFRECO,STUCKY, KGAL” Consortium) and both 

Contractors to review the Environmental Reports for the Project and monitor the project 

activities by joint inspections of the construction area. 

1.5. Relationships with Contractors, Owner, Lender 

22. The PIC has established a site office with all relevant specialists on the site for 

coordination with the Contractors, and an office at PMU in Dushanbe for coordination with 

PMU and Barki Tojik. PMU is based mainly in Dushanbe with PMU representative on site.  

23. Basic communication between the parties is represented in the project organisation 

chart above. Under the project was established a Joint Coordination Committee that plans 

meeting every two weeks, to facilitate coordination and communication between Barki Tojik, 

PMU, PIC and the Contractors.   

24. The role of the Joint Coordinating Committee includes:  
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• Discussion about progress of the construction and commissioning activities under the 

Powerhouse Contract and the Switchyard Contract, and about the program of works 

over the next eight weeks; 

• Making recommendations to the Project Manager regarding the issuing, amending, 

updating or revocation of Site Possession Authorizations for the Site and for other 

areas within the Golovnaya security fence; 

• Coordination of outages and the scheduling of other works to facilitate the operation of 

the Employer’s power system and the execution of the powerhouse and switchyards 
rehabilitation works; 

• Review and discussion of safety matters affecting the Golovnaya facility and the 

personnel of the Employer, the Powerhouse Contractor, the Switchyard Contractor and 

any subcontractors and agents employed by them at Golovnaya; 

• Resolution of any issues or disputes relating to the coordination of the activities of the 

Employer, the Powerhouse Contractor and the Switchyard Contractor; and any other 

mutually agreed matter relating to the coordination of the activities of the parties.  

25. Documents from the Contractor requiring approval are forwarded to PMU and PIC. 

Responses and comments from the PIC are forwarded to PMU for their consideration. The 

PMU issues the official version to the Contractor and copies of the document to PIC.   

26. Non-conformances are formally managed by the Corrective and Preventative Action 

process.  PIC prepares the Corrective and Preventative Action form, as shown in Annex A. 

This form is submitted by PIC to PMU and to the Contractor Site Manager. PMU formally 

issues this to the Contractor Project Manager.   

27. The Contractors prepare a monthly project report, while the PIC prepares a quarterly 

project report and a semi-annual environmental monitoring report. 

II. ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY, HEALTH MONITORING 

2.1. Noise 

28. There were no noise impacts from the site on the community.  

29. During the PIC environmental specialists’ inspections there were not observed any 

construction works with a high noise level that would exceed the threshold when hearing 

protection should be used.  

30. However it is not required to carry out noise measurements before hearing protection is 

used.  Where high noise work is carried out, all workers close by should use hearing 

protection.  This is the responsibility of the both Contractors.  

2.2. Water Quality 

31. No instrumental monitoring of water quality in Golovnaya HPP area is foreseen in 

accordance with IEE. 

32. There were small oil spills observed on the site during PIC environmental specialists’ 
inspections, which were cleaned up and disposed of with general waste.  This is not good 

practice in accordance with IFC requirements, which are required to be followed by ADB-

financed projects.  Small quantities of oil contaminated material including oil clean-up 

material such as contaminated soil, oily rags and used spill-kit absorbent material should be 

managed and disposed as a hazardous material, accordance with IFC / World Bank Group 

Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines (known as the "EHS Guidelines") 
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(https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustain

ability-at-ifc/policies-standards/ehs-guidelines), in particular Section 1.5 Hazardous Materials 

Management and Section 1.6 Waste Management.  

33. There was slight sediment pollution observed during PIC environmental specialists’ 
inspections during excavation while performing shore protection works on the left bank of the 

river.  Minor cases of sediment infiltration into the river during bank protection works have a 

minimal impact on water quality. The river downstream from the dam has a low level of 

suspended sediments due to their settling down before the dam of the Golovnaya HPP. 

34. Sediment accumulation in the area of sluice gate no.4 has been pumped out and 

removed. In this regard, there would be no expected any impact on water quality since the 

sediments are removed and would not be carried downstream.  

35. At the end of the reporting period, the problem of sewage disposal from the 

Contractor's  camp still is not resolved  in a proper manner. 

The Lot 1 Contractor developed a layout for the sewerage network of the camp in 2017 

(through the subcontractor LLC Abrez). Results of the study were as follows: 

• at present the Contractor uses the sewerage network of the Golovnaya HPP site, which 

is represented by an open septic tank with a capacity of 50 m3 of sewage, which is 

currently used at 30% of its capacity. 

• the total number of toilets in the premises of the contractor is 57 units, the drains from 

them will be cleaned by septic tanks, piped into a single network for the drainage of 

waste water and accumulated in a cesspool at the Golovnaya HPP. With the 

accumulation of effluents, waste water will be exported by a tanker truck of the 

Levakand’s housing and communal services. 

• At the first stage of study by the Contractor’s consultants, the connection of the 

sewerage of the contractor's camp to the sewerage network of the city of Levakand 

was not recommended due to high financial costs not provided for by the budget, as 

well as by the not quite satisfactory conditions of the Levakand’s treatment facilities. 

The proposed first version of the research conducted by LLC Abrez as a result of the process 

of discussion by interested public services in the third quarter of 2017 did not receive 

approval. Taking into account the proposed recommendations, the project was revised and 

approved in 2018. The final version of the construction of the sewage system of the 

Contractor's camp suggests the connection of the network to the treatment facilities in the 

Levakand city. The beginning of works on the construction of the sewerage network of the 

Contractor's camp depends on the availability of additional financial resources from the 

project account. 

2.3. Air Quality 

36. No instrumental monitoring of air quality is foreseen in accordance with IEE. 

37. The Golovnaya HPP site is located outside of the area of any significant sources of 

industrial air pollution, it is also out of the urban area with intensive traffic and informal 

domestic heating practices.  Therefore, the air quality in the area of Golovnaya HPP is 

considered as good and in general compliance with the state standard.  

2.4. Flora and Fauna 

38. No impacts from Contractors side were identified on flora and fauna during the 

reporting period. Also, no any illegal poaching from Golovnaya area’s bio resources was 

recorded.  No tree cutting was observed during the current reporting period.  The 

Contractor’s performance in the care of trees has improved.   

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/ehs-guidelines
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/ehs-guidelines
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/47d9ca8048865834b4a6f66a6515bb18/1-5%2BHazardous%2BMaterials%2BManagement.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/47d9ca8048865834b4a6f66a6515bb18/1-5%2BHazardous%2BMaterials%2BManagement.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
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2.5. Waste Management 

39. In October 2017, the Contractor made an agreement with the housing and communal 

services sector of Levakand city for waste disposal The Contractor installed a special 

container for collection of solid domestic waste which according to the above agreement is 

removed regularly to a city landfill of waste disposal by a special housing and utilities brigade. 

At the same time, the problems of storing and removal of solid and hazardous chemicals 

waste are not resolved so far. Asbestos is packed and stored in Contractor warehouse; they 

should be taken out and disposed in the special landfills under Agreement. Unloading of 

waste from the container by the worker is carried out without following safety rules (protective 

clothing, shoes, and respirators). Oil leaks were observed from equipment, pipes and cranes 

to the ground, so in June 2018 the environmental specialist of PIC advised Contractor 

immediately take polluted soil and dispose properly at the landfill. 

40. There was no observed use of asbestos in the works during PIC environmental 

specialist’s inspections. The building is using iron roofing and PVC piping. Projects financed 

by ADB prohibit the use of materials containing asbestos in the project activity.   

41. The issue of asbestos disposal and other hazardous chemical wastes has not been 

resolved to date. Asbestos is packaged in sealed packaging and stored in the Employer's 

warehouse. When dismantling the subsequent units of the Golovnaya HPP, the volumes of 

asbestos waste will increase. In the future, they must be removed and disposed at special 

sites by concluding an agreement with the Committee for Environmental Protection under the 

Government of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

 

 
Solid domestic waste and hazardous 
wastes stored on the ground resulting 

in air pollution, pollution and soil 
pollution 

 

 
Oil leakage, lack of safety shoes 
during the work execution in the 

powerhouse 

 
Lack of signal signs, and free entry of 

unauthorized persons 

Figure 3 Environmental and safety violations – June 2018 

 

42. During the inspections, the PIC expert noted the inadequate storage of used 

batteries flooded by electrolyte, belonging to the substance hazard category 2.  Used 

batteries should be stored in a dry place in a closed container, which must be on a pallet that 

excludes the spillage of the electrolyte. In a room intended for storage of used batteries and 

oils, the floor must be made of a material resistant to chemicals. The room intended for 

storage of decommissioned batteries should be able to be ventilated. It is important to 

exclude the ingress of water and foreign objects into a container and a room intended for 

storage of used batteries and oils.  
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2.6. Social and Community 

43. The complaints book from the population on implementation of the Golovnaya   

project is available for the public and workers of places: near the access gate in the engine 

room. This corresponds to the requirements of the contract and IEE for a Grievance Redress 

Mechanism. During the reporting period, there were no complaints from staff and residents 

living near Golovnaya HPP. 

44. The kitchen in the Lot 1 Contractor’s camp is in a favourable sanitary condition, the 
bacteriological plant for supplying purified drinking water to the kitchen is in working condition. 

All premises of the Contractor have door-plates. 

45. A separate room in the Contractor SHJV camp is assigned to the medical room. 

According to the Agreement concluded between the Lot 1 Contractor and the Central 

Hospital of Levakand city, from March 1, 2018, a physician-therapist who provides first aid to 

the Contractor's employees and workers has been hired. The medical cabinet contains 

medicines, bandages, medicines, a device for measuring blood pressure, and other 

medications for urgent first aid. In severe cases, patients should be hospitalized. A medical 

centre in the camp of the Contractor is open every day, the doctor accepts visitors 

(contractor's employees, local workers) who need first aid. For two months since the 

beginning of the work, 47 visitors have been treated with complaints about health, bruises 

and wounds.  Inspection of the medical unit and a conversation with the doctor showed that 

the hospital needs to improve the provision of first-aid services as follows:  

 purchase of a procedural table for the provision of first aid for bandages, injections; 

 purchase of additional medical products (tweezers, scissors, clamps, etc.); 

 equipping the medical unit with posters, leaflets, brochures for the visitors of the medical 
unit to raise awareness, prevent and treat common diseases; 

 in the medical unit, closed containers for collection of used medical preparations 
(syringes, bandages, empty vials of medicines, used cotton, etc.) should be available. 
Currently, medical waste that is part of a group of hazardous waste is dumped in 
conventional plastic urns, and then they are thrown in containers for household garbage. 
This pollutes the environment and does not comply with accepted national standards. 
Therefore, a developed system is required for medical waste. 

46. Noise levels for the local area are discussed above in their respective sections 

47. The site is walled with a security gate to the road and by the security staff of Golovnaya 

HPP.  

2.7. Occupational Health and Safety 

48. During the review of the work the safety violations were detected: lack of work shoes, 

special clothing, safety belts, dirty, heavily greased work clothes. From the discussion with 

the Lot 1 safety specialist, it was found out that workers receive a set of work clothes and 

shoes only once during the hiring process. The lack of work shoes and special clothing the 

workers explained that shoes and clothes dry up at home after laundering. Perhaps, the Lot 

1 Contractor should revise the terms for the issuance of work clothes as they wear out, and 

not during the period of employment for local residents.  

49. No workers were observed without protective helmets or enclosed shoes, during 

PIC environmental specialist’s inspections. Other personal protective equipment which may 
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be considered standard such as protective boots or high visibility vests was not always 

observed.   

50. The Contractor’s plans and advice is that workers would not work at heights over two 
metres without fall protection, which is consistent with the IFC EHS requirements.   

51. On the camp territory, health conditions are generally observed for the Contractor's 

employees living in the camp, including in the dining room, bathrooms and administrative 

premises. Almost all premises of the camp are equipped with fire extinguishers, which are 

periodically checked for compliance with the terms of their life cycle.  

2.8. Use of Natural Resources 

52. During the reporting period, the Lot Contractor 1 continued construction work to 

protect the left bank of the river and other project facilities. In particular, for the protection of 

the left bank, the construction of a gabion constructed above the concrete pillow was 

designed. The length of the gabion is 238 m, the height of the protected slope is about 10 m 

according to the plan (between elevations of 249 to 259 m above sea level). 

In accordance with the Law of the Republic of Tajikistan "On Environmental Protection", 

pursuant to articles 19-20, a relevant licence from the Department of Environmental 

Protection of the Levakand city (letter No.6 dated 02.02.2018) is released for the Lot 1 

Contractor for the extraction and use of natural resources, namely the extraction of sand, 

gravel and stones from the river bed at a distance of 700 m to 1500 m. from the tailrace of 

the HPP for the construction of project facilities. The supplied construction materials are used 

for the construction of the new control building, as well as the separate control buildings at 

the 220 kV and 110 kV Switchyards and other structures of both Lot 1 and Lot  2 respectively.    

III. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

3.1. Environmental Management System (EMS), Site-Specific Environmental 

Management Plan (SEMP), and Work Plans 

 

53. The Contractor’s revised site-specific environmental management plan (SEMP) was 

approved by Employer/PMUES in June 2017. A similar document of the Lot 2 Contractor was 

approved by the Employer/PMUES in April 2018. 

54. The Lot 1 Contractor presents the monthly progress reports, which contain short 

recurring items on the performance of HSE. The PIC requested the Contractor to provide 

more detailed information on HSE indicators with examples, photographs and evidence of 

their implementation, but this is not fully implemented. The Contractor has in his staff a 

responsible executor for these purposes, who promised to correct these shortcomings in his 

reports. 

Contractor Lot 2 presents weekly reports on the implementation of the project, which do not 

contain any information on performance of its SEMP. 

55. Status of the Contractor's EMP on Lot 1 and Lot 2 for the characteristic site at the 

Golovnaya HPP is presented in the Table 5 below.  

Table 4 SEMP status 

Reference to the 
Contractor’s SEMP 

Submission/Approval Date Status 
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SHJV-2017-221   Lot 1 
Contractor’s SEMP 

Revised as per ADB recommendations, the Lot 1 
SEMP was approved in June 2017 

approved 

GGC-BT-0078 
Lot 2 Contractor’s SEMP 

Revised as per ADB recommendations, the Lot 2 
SEMP was approved in April 2018 

approved 

 

3.2. Site Inspections and Audits 

56. The Head of PMU Environmental Department Mr S. Karimov and senior environmental 

specialist Mr A. Kholov visit the site on a monthly basis to carry out the environmental 

inspections, monitoring of environmental and safety aspects of the project. The management 

of the Environment Department of Levakand city are also involved in ecological joint 

inspections with the PIC.   

57. The PIC Environmental Specialists are providing technical assistance to the PMU in 

the management and reporting of the project. The PIC is responsible for reviewing and 

endorsing both Contractor’s Site-specific Environmental Management Plan (SEMP), 

supervising and reporting on the Contractor’s performance in the implementation of the both 

SEMP and for developing the Bi-annual environmental report.  

 

58. The PIC National Environmental Specialist Ms. M. Burkhanova made site visits on 6 

February, 16 March, 1 May and 1 June 2018. The purpose of the visits is monitoring of the 

Contractor’s performance in the implementation of the both SEMP and safety issues. 

Meetings and discussions were held with the management and specialists of the Lot 1 

Contractor on environmental protection and safety management and Levakand’s department 
of environmental protection. The results of the inspections were recorded in the form adopted 

in the project with corrective and preventive measures with photos which were sent to both 

Contractors through the PMUES. The need for possible further training for Contractors on 

environmental, health and safety issues was also identified.  

59. Site inspections were accompanied by the Lot 1 Contractor Mr Qi Zhonghua, Safety 

Director and Chief Engineer, and Mr. Wu Caigui, Environmental Protection Engineer, 

relevant local PIC technical engineers Mr. R. Huseynov, Mr. D. Abdujaborov and interpreters.  

60. These site inspections found the following: 

 The container with asbestos waste removed during the dismantling of the unit No. 

5 was transferred from a large storage to another small room with a leaking roof 

and a wet floor after rains. This is incompatible with the storage conditions of 

containers with asbestos;  

 Used, unusable batteries with non-spilled electrolyte are stored in the same wet 

area, which are related to the 2-d hazard class; 

 Medical hazardous waste from the activity of the Medical Center on the Lot 1 

Contractor’s camp territory is thrown out into ordinary open plastic waste bins; 
this is incompatible with the national requirements for the management of 

medical wastes; 

 Fire-fighting extinguishers at the Lot 1 Contractor's facilities mostly have an 

expired service life; 

 Sanitary condition of the Lot 1 Contractor camp’s kitchen needs improvement; 

 In addition to household waste, also electronic waste (cartridges, batteries, 

electrical equipment parts), medical waste, used lamps  throw into garbage 

containers by Lot 1 and Lot 2 Contractors; 
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 Solid domestic waste and wastes lie on the ground outside the installed container, 

resulting in pollution and health hazards;  

 Monthly reports of the Lot 1 Contractor do not contain information about the 

measures taken by him in the framework of the implementation of SEMP and the 

observance of safety regulations during execution of construction and installation 

works.  

61. ADB RETA 8663 consultant M Babadjanova jointly with ES of PMUES A Kholov 

visited the site in February and May 2018. The following observations were made during their 

inspection visits: 

February 2018 
Lot 1 Powerhouse 

 In general сivil works were implemented on about 75% on Lot 1. About 120 workers are 
working, more that 80 are local. Unit 5 was dismantled fully. Preparation works are 
ongoing on installation of the new unit. Embankment strengthening works are going on. 

 Appointed HSE engineer by Contractor “Sinohydro Corporation Ltd. and Hydrochina 
Corporation”, responsible for environmental issues and implementation of environmental 
requirements, is working on site.  

 No wastes were observed at the area of construction camp. There are containers placed 
near the buildings of the camp. The wastes from the large container installed for the 
collection of household waste are regularly taken by local municipal company as per 
agreement – one or two times per week. This was confirmed also by Head of Golovnaya 
HPP. 

 Instructions and records on training for workers on EHS issues, equipment maintenance 
schedule are in place and were demonstrated. 

 The SSEMPs are printed and available in the office of Contractor; 

 Premises for workers, including sanitary facilities (toilet, water, showers), sport 
arrangements and kitchen met the requirements. 

 Equipment and vehicles of Contractor are in order, no spills or leakages were observed at 
the area of construction camp, at the area of unit installation, or at the site where 
embankment strengthening works are going on. 

 Fire-protection means were improved since last site visit in December 2017 : there are 
extinguishers in place, as well as  fire-protection board with shovels, sand and buckets; 

 Complaints register (log book) is available on site. 

 Warning signs for construction works are properly installed in relevant number at the 
construction sites and camp. 

 Contractor’s workers were equipped by PPE and workers were in proper footware. 
However two workers of Contractor at the site for unit installation had no safety belts.  

 Medical first aid kits are in place in separate room which is organized as medical point.  

 Working hours are from 8am to 19 pm - in compliance. 

 No complaints were received from local people and workers so far while conducting 
rehabilitation works as per information of PMUES. 

 The Contractor previously did agreement with local companies for the purchase of inert 
materials and using of borrow pit for the further bank strengthening works (about 238 m of 
the embankment will be strengthened). But now Contractor is going to receive relevant 
permission from local environmental department to use the local quarry. Access road to 
the site where these strengthening works are going is arranged and site is fenced. 
Contractor finalized  foundation for the further gabion works and currently is installing 
armature. 

 

May 2018 
Lot 1 Powerhouse 

 In general сivil works were implemented on about 85% on Lot 1. About 120 workers are 
working (80 workers are local). Installation and assembly of the new Unit 5 is in progress. 
Dismantling of Unit 6 is in process (30% was done). Embankment strengthening works 
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are in process - the Contractor is finalized installing armature and is conducting gabion 
works for bank strengthening. 

 Appointed HSE engineer by Contractor “Sinohydro Corporation Ltd. and Hydrochina 
Corporation”, responsible for health and safety, and environmental issues is working on 
site.  

 No wastes were observed at the area of the construction camp. There are containers 
placed near the buildings of the camp. The waste from the large container installed for the 
collection of household waste is regularly taken by the local municipal company as per 
agreement and was not full at the time of visit. 

 Instructions and records on training for workers on EHS issues, equipment maintenance 
schedule are in place and were demonstrated. 

 The SSEMPs are available in the office of Contractor. 

 Premises for workers, sanitary facilities (toilet, water, showers), sport arrangements, 
kitchen met the requirements. 

 Few oil spills were observed at the area near the site where spare parts for embankment 
strengthening works are located. 

 Fire-protection means: there are extinguishers in place, as well as fire-protection board 
with shovels, sand and buckets, but some of them were expired. 

 Complaints register (log book) is available on site. 

 Warning signs for construction works are properly installed in relevant number at 
construction sites and camp. 

 Contractor’s workers were equipped with PPE, workers were in proper footwear. However 
three workers working with loud pneumatic equipment did not were ear protection 
devices.  

 Medical first aid means are in place in separate room which is organized as medical point. 
Doctor was hired by Contractor and in place during the mission visit. 

 Working hours are from 8am to 19 pm - in compliance. 

 No complaints were received from local people and workers so far while conduction of 
rehabilitation works as per information of PMUES. 
 

Lot 2 Switchyards 

 Excavation Works in area of 220 kV Control Building are completed for about 15%. 

 Contractor “Genser” is finished preparation of site for establishment of storage house and 
office, started building of reservoir for the oil treatment. Equipment for the switchyards 
was purchased and stored at the area. 

 Safety training records for workers and complaints log book are in place and were 
demonstrated. 

 SSEMP was approved before the commencement of civil works and in place. But not all 
annexes were available in the field office of Contractor. 

 

Annex A illustrates the status of construction sites and implementation of EMP/SSEMP 

requirements in February and May 2018. 

3.3. Non-Compliance Notices 

62. The PIC noted the Lot 1 Contractor's failure to comply with environmental protection 

requirements by non-compliance notices and requesting corrective actions have been 

prepared on the basis of site inspections on 6 February, 14 March, 1 May and 1 June 2018. 

Corresponding PMU letters and the forms of corrective/preventive actions are attached in 

Appendix B.  
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3.4. Corrective Action Plans under Lot 1 

63. Status of the implementation of Corrective Action Plan for January-June 2018 is shown 

in the table below.  This includes all required actions in response to observations, issues and 

non-compliances in the reporting period. 

 
Table 5 Performance of Corrective Action Plan for January-June 2018 

No 
Description of  

Non-compliance 
Corrective action required Deadline Status 

1. Contractor’s 
documentation 
incomplete  

To ensure that monitoring reports, EMP / 
SEMP documents, permits with Levakand 
Local Authorities, Local Hospital, etc. 
should be available in the site office of 
Contractors  

asap done 

 

2. Complaints logbooks 
not available 

To ensure that a Complaints logbook is 
kept and maintained at the site.  

asap done on Lot 1, 

in process on 
Lot 2 

3. Contractor’s Monthly 
Environmental 
Monitoring Reports not 
available 

To submit reports on environmental 
monitoring to the PIC and PMU for 
January-June 2018  

July, 2018 in process 

4. Status of corrective 
actions 

Check the status of corrective actions 
according to recommendations 

regularly ongoing 

 

5. Incomplete fire fighting 
equipment, absence of 
waste containers 

To ensure the availability of fire fighting 
equipment in full set, to install the waste 
collection containers  

January, 
2018 

done 

 

6. Storage of waste 
disposal, raw materials 

Canisters with fuel or oil, other materials 
(cement, etc.) - must be stored in 
impermeable tanks and covered - in 
accordance with EMP / SEMP 

regularly done  

7. Conducting trainings on 
occupational safety and 
health  

To submit protocols of the 

conducted trainings on occupational safety 
and health  

January, 
2018 

done 

8. Incomplete First Aid Kid 
on the Constructor 
camp’ site 

Provide full content of the First Aid Kid for 
Constructor’ workers 

regularly partly done 

9. No agreement on waste 
disposal management 
with Environmental 
Department of 
Levakand local 
authorities, local 
Hospital 

Conducting agreements between 
Contractor and Levakand Environmental 
department, Levakand Hospital, delivery to 
the  Consultant 

January, 
2018 

done 

10. Tree damage - Soil and 
other material 
stockpiled against 
trees.  
Tree bark damaged by 
construction equipment 

Keep the ground around trees clear of 
construction material.  
 
 
Protect trees against damage by 
equipment.  

regularly 
 
 
 

regularly 

done 
 
 
 
done 

11. Safety - Unauthorized 
access to the site.   

Ensure Unauthorized access to the site is 
prevented.  

regularly done 

12. Air quality, health – 
dust visible during 
works 

Safety – Workers 
working at height over 
2m without fall 
protection.  

 

Soil erosion and 
sedimentation. Low risk 
during dry season. 

Ensure watering to prevent dust if required.  

 

 

IFC EHS Guideline specifies measures 
should be taken where working over 2m.  

 

 

Ensure ground stabilization or other 
measures in place before rainy season.  

regularly 

 

 

regularly 

 

 

 

 

regularly 

done 

 

 

done  

 

 

 

 

done  
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The corrective action plan for period from July to December 2018 for both Lots is presented 

in the table below. 

Table 6 Corrective Action Plan for July-December 2018 

No 
Description of  

Non-compliance 
Corrective action required Deadline 

Responsible 
party/person 

Lot 1 

1 Contractor’s Monthly 
Environmental 
Monitoring Reports not 
available 

To submit reports on environmental 
monitoring to the PIC and PMU for July-
December 2018 

monthly Contractor 

2 Incomplete First Aid Kid 
on the Construction 
camp site 

Provide full content of the First Aid Kid for 
Constructor’ workers 

August 2018 Contractor 

3 Safety - Unauthorized 
access to the site.   

Ensure Unauthorized access to the site is 
prevented.  

regularly Contractor 

4 Air quality, health – 
dust visible during 
works 

 

Ensure watering to prevent dust if 
required.  

 

 

regularly 

 

Contractor 

5 Incomplete 
environmental 
documentation in the 
field office of Contractor  

Continue keep in order EMP/SSEMP, 
monitoring reports,  complaints log book, 
permits  etc. – in one place and one room 
and ensure their further availability; 

regularly 

 

Contractor,  

ES of SC 
(SOFRECO) 

6 Incomplete set of PPE 
provision 

HSE engineer of Contractor urgently 
provide and control use of ear protection 
means by workers working with loud 
pneumatic equipment; continue checking 
of relevant equipping of workers by all 
PPE, including footware (safety shoes), 
ensure that personnel working at the 
height is fully equipped by safety belts 
and following the relevant rules for 
working in such a conditions 

regularly 

 

Contractor, 

ES of SC 
(SOFRECO) 

7 Complaints recording Continue make records in complaints log 
book on daily basis; 

 

daily Contractor,  

ES of SC 
(SOFRECO) 

8 Following HSE national 
and ADB requirements 

Administration and staff of Golovnaya 
HPP continue following all national 
requirements on safety and environment 
and avoid any burning of materials in 
open air, support full implementation of 
EMP/SSEMP by Contractor and do not 
allow violation of safeguards 
requirements 

regularly Contractor,  

ES of SC 
(SOFRECO) 

9 Asbestos management Strict adherence to asbestos 
management requirements, including in 
removal of generator units and other 
equipment containing or potentially 
containing Asbestos Containing Material 
(ACM), handling, storage, transport and 
disposal of ACM. All required permits and 
agreements in place regarding ACM.  

ongoing Contractor 

10 Inspections  Ensure all corrective actions arising from 
inspections are implemented and 
maintained.  

ongoing Contractor 

 Lot 2 

11  Ensure availability of the full set of 
environmental documentations in the field 
office (SSEMPs, permits, records etc.) in 
one place 

regularly Contractor “Genser” 
 

Supervision 
Consultant (SC) 
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No 
Description of  

Non-compliance 
Corrective action required Deadline 

Responsible 
party/person 

and PMU to check 

12  Finalise arranging of medical point for 
workers and availability of first aid means 
in place 

August 2018 Contractor “Genser” 
 

SC and PMU to 
check 

13  Fire protection means should be arranged 
in full set 

August 2018 Contractor “Genser” 
 

SC and PMU to 
check 

 

3.5. Consultation and complaints 

63. The Contractor has the Complaint book at site, located in two places since October 

2018 it is available to the public. The Lot 2 Contractor should prepare their complaint books 

as soon as possible. However, no complaints were received in the complaint books on Lot 1 

during the reporting period.  

IV. ACTION PLAN FOR THE NEXT PERIOD   

64. The next reporting period, July to December 2018, is scheduled to include the following 

main project activities: 

• completion of left  riverbank protection;  

• completion of installation works, testing, commissioning and put into operation; 

• continuation of civil and building works in the powerhouse and completion of control 

building construction;  

• completion of the dismantling of Unit 6, restoration of turbine pit and draft tube of unit No 6;  

• installation of main transformer No 3 and 10kV busbar ;  

• rehabilitation works on the bulkhead gate of upstream;  

• installation of the new trash racks 

• equipment manufacturing  at the factories;   

• continuation of the construction of the new oil collector with capacity of 200 m3 for 

emergency draining of oil from electrical installations. 

65. Higher risk aspects of these activities include (but is not limited to): 

• Removal of turbine units from turbine wells 

• Removal of asbestos containing material from generating unit 

• Management of removed asbestos containing material 

• Removal of oil in spillway gates close to water 

• Removal of spent oil from transformers and other equipment  

• Turbine and transformer spent oil management 

• Soil erosion and sediment pollution and safety hazards during riverbank protection works 

• Safety hazards including confined space work, fall risk, toxic dust and fumes, hearing 

damage, eye damage.  

66. The PIC and PMU Environmental Specialists will work with the Lot 1 and Lot 2 

Contractors to seek to ensure required mitigation measures are followed, through training, 

ongoing risk assessment, safe work method statements, inspections, monitoring, corrective 

action and reporting.  
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67. The PIC and PMU Environmental Specialists will also work with the both 

Contractors to progressively address the already identified and new items of non-compliance 

list.  

68. The PIC National Environmental Specialist has scheduled site visits as presented in 

the table below. The PIC International Environmental Specialist will provide support from 

home office during this period.  

 

Table 7 Scheduled Site-Visits by PIC Environmental Specialist July-December 2018 (Q3and Q4) 

Activities Date 

Monitor Contractor’s compliance with EHS issues at all construction sites, 
accommodation/office and maintenance and storage areas; construction works 
monitoring 

July, 1
st
 week 

Monitor Contractor’s compliance with EHS issues at all construction sites, 
accommodation/office and maintenance and storage areas; construction works 
finalized water supply, sewage  

September 1
st
 week 

Monitor Contractor’s compliance with EHS issues at all construction sites, 
accommodation/office and maintenance and storage areas; construction works 
finished, water supply, sewage, construction of the new control building 

November 3
rd 

week 

 

Monitor Contractor’s compliance with EHS issues at all construction sites, 
accommodation/office and maintenance and storage areas; technical works on the 
replacement of units, transformers, construction of the control buildings at the 220 kV 
and 110 kV Switchyards  

December 3
rd 

week 

 

V. CONCLUSION   

69. This BAEMR identifies project activities during the reporting period relevant to 

environmental, social and occupational health and safety, reports on the outcome of 

monitoring and action taken in relation to non-compliance and outstanding issues in relation 

to these, reports on updates on Contractors’ environmental and safety plans, inspections and 
audits carried out, non-compliance notices and corrective action plans issued.  The BAEMR 

identifies relevant activities for the next reporting period and an action plan for managing 

risks and issues.   

70. Monitoring inspections were carried out by the PIC Environmental Specialist on four 

occasions during the reporting period.  Key issues identified requiring further action include 

waste management, asbestos management, strict adherence to safety requirements. 

Annexes provide non-compliance notices and corrective action requests and Contractors’ 
responses, PIC site reports and photos and a matrix of compliance with project requirements.   
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VI. ANNEXES 

A. Site photos in February and May 2018 (site visits of PMUES and ADB RETA 8663 Consultant) 

B. Non-Compliance Notices and Corrective Action Requests 
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Annex A. Site photos in February and May 2018 (site visits of PMUES and ADB 

RETA 8663 Consultant) 

 

Site photos of inspection in February 2018 

 

Figure 1. Information banners on project are placed in the area of Golovnaya HPP completed 

  

Figure 2. Workers are working for installation of unit 5, they are equipped by PPE.  
 

 
Figure 3. Some workers had no safety belt while working at height 
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Figure 4. Construction site inside the mashinery hall is fenced, warning signs are installed  

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Site on strenghtening river bank, site is fenced, preparation of foundation for future gabion 
matresses is almost completed, installing of armature is going on. Workers are properly equipped by 
PPE – in comliance.  
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Figure 6. Contractor “Genser” started mobilization works for the Lot 2 – some materilas and equipment 
were brought to the site. 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Fire fitghing means are in place all over the area of HPP, medical room is ready, the area of 
the camp is clean, no wastes observed 
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Figure 8. Permissions, SSEMPs, trainign records on health, labor safety are in place as per 
recommended corrective actions. 
 

Site photos of inspection in May 2018 

Lot 1 

 

Figure 1. Storage of the materials and equipment are met the requirements. Workers are relevantly equipped 

by PPE 
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FigureFigure 2. Assembly of Unit 6 is going on, workers are equipped by PPE, however they had no ear protection 

devices while working with loud pneumatic equipment 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Installation of Unit 5 is in progress 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Construction site inside the mashinery hall of HPP  is fenced, warning signs are installed  
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Figure 5. Site on strenghtening river bank: site is fenced, preparation of foundation for future gabion 
matresses is almost completed, installing of gabions is going on. Workers are properly equipped by 
PPE – in comliance.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Construction of Control building is in progress 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Fire fitghing means are in place all over the area of HPP, medical room is functioning and 
equipped relevantly, the area of the camp is clean, no wastes observed, information board and 

warning signs are in place as well 
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Figure 8. Permissions, SSEMPs, training records on health, labor safety, complaints log are in place 
as per recommended corrective actions 
 

 
Figure 9. Household wastes are regularly taken away from the container, placed by Cotractor 
 

 
Figure 10. Few oil spills were observed at the area of HPP from the equipment of Contractor 
“Sinohydro” 
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Lot 2 

 
Figure 12. Dismantling works and preparation works for the technical water supply have started 
 

 
Figure 13. Contractor “Genser” arranged sanotary facilities and mobile office for its personnel 
 

 
Figure 14. Contractor demonstrated part of environmental documentation 
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Annex B. Non-Compliance Notices and Corrective Action Requests 
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Annex C. Contractor’s Response Corrective Actions 
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ATTACHMENT： 

 

oil leakage has been treated  

  

safety shoes are required before entering into the operational area 

 

oil leakage has been treated  

 

The responsible part of the contract has been informed to transmit the 

rubbish  
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Annex D. Compliance Matrix 

Compliance Matrix (This is a working document, to assist in achieving compliance.) 

Amended Bid Document - Vol II – Employer’s Requirements 

Reference for 
Requirement  

Requirement  

Amended Bid Document - Vol II – Employer’s Requirements 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

   

GBI - 3.4  
Environmental 
Aspects  

  

GBI – 3.4.1 
Environmental 
Management 
System (EMS) 

There is no Environmental Management System (EMS) in place for the Golovnaya facility  Comment only.  
 
It should be noted that the approved 
version of the Site Specific 
Environmental Management Plan 
(SEMP) states that the Contractor SHJV 
has a certificate on the environmental 
management system (EMS) in 
accordance with the international 
standard ISO14001 (environmental 
management system). To date, the 
Contractor has not been able to justify 
the existence of this certificate against 
its environmental activities at site.  

GBI - 3.4.2  
Transformer / 
Breaker Oil 
Spill 
Containment  

There is no oil containment or oil-water separator equipment at this site. Any oil leaks will find 
their way either directly or indirectly to the downstream river. It was reported by BT staff that the 
Tajikistan environmental authorities, in recent years, have routinely cited the facility for not having 
this equipment but because of lack of available funds, nothing has been done to rectify the 
problem.  

The following is a list of the facilities that require oil containment and/or oil-water separators. The 
oil-water separators can be either automatic or manually operated to be used before the 
separated water is discharged downstream.  

1. Powerhouse sumps should have oil/water separators. 

Oil containment equipped by separator 
is included in the scope of the Lot 1 
Contract: 

1. The construction works of a new oil 
containment (oil reservoir) including 
oil-water separator equipment and oil 
piping system assigns for oil drain 
from the all contained equipment 
during emergency cases is ongoing.  

2. Six single pole 220kV switchyard 
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Reference for 
Requirement  

Requirement  

Amended Bid Document - Vol II – Employer’s Requirements 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

2. Tailrace deck transformers should have oil containment equipment with oil-water separators.  

3. Eighteen out of 24 single pole 220 kV switchyard breakers contain a large amount of oil 
(approximately 16 t per pole) and they have no oil containment basins or oil-water 
separators. These breakers are all near the end of their service life and any new replacement 
breakers will not contain oil. If any old oil filled breakers are to remain in service, 
consideration should be given to installing appropriate environmental protection equipment. 
However, at the present time the switchyard breakers are not part of the rehabilitation project 

and are not considered any further in the present report.   

4. Other oil breakers at Golovnaya are of a different type (“minimum oil”) and contain 
approximately 20-50 l of oil for each pole segment and do not warrant having individual oil 
containment. The five minimum oil generator 10.5 kV breakers for Units 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 
within the powerhouse will be replaced with SF6 units. There are forty-five 110 kV switchyard 

single pole minimum oil breakers, five 35 kV breakers and ten station service 10.5 kV 
breakers. In any case, emergency oil containment/cleanup supplies and equipment should 
be available at the site to deal with such situations. Any oil spilled from the powerhouse 
breakers, and not cleaned up immediately, could make its way to the powerhouse sump 
where the equipment recommended above under point 1 would rectify the problem. Any oil 
spilled from the 110 kV switchyard breakers could make its way to the river if not cleaned up 
immediately. However, as for the 220 kV switchyard, these breakers are not part of the 

present rehabilitation project.   

5. The storage tanks for hydraulic oil and transformer oil are located just south east of the control 

room. At the present time, there are no oil containment basins under the tanks.   

6. These issues must be dealt with in any rehabilitation plans and are addressed in the present 
Feasibility Study Report where appropriate.  

breakers disassembled by the end of 
reporting period. According to the 
scope of works under the Lot 2 all 
dead-tank circuit breakers 220 kV and 
live-tank circuit breakers 110 kV will 
be replaced by the gas-insulated 
(SF6) circuit breakers.  

3. Oil storage tank for hydraulic and 
transformer oil located just south east 
of the new control building will be also 
connected by pipeline for emergency 
oil containment including oil-water 
separation process. 

GBI - 3.4.3 
Hazardous 
Materials and 
Waste 
Management  

There does not appear to be any management system for storing or handling hazardous 
materials at Golovnaya. Hazardous materials are stored rather haphazardly throughout the 
facility wherever they are used. There is no associated Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) 
system in use at the facility. It is not known if the MSDS system is used anywhere in Tajikistan 
but it would seem to be unlikely. Implementation of a proper system is part of the present 
contract. 

Accumulated upstream river trash is either flushed downstream through the spillway or picked off 
of the trashracks and deposited in the downstream flood plain (where it is subject to local 
scavenging of firewood before it is flushed downstream in the subsequent flood waters). There is 

The Contractor must have Material 

Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) or the similar 

system for hazardous material. Safety 

and environmental safety measures 

stipulated in MSDS shell be taken. The 

specified system still not developed by 

the both Contractors.  
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Reference for 
Requirement  

Requirement  

Amended Bid Document - Vol II – Employer’s Requirements 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

no waste management site for this material. Natural wood material moving 
downstream is not necessarily an 
environmental issue.  

Availability for firewood provides a social 
benefit.  

GOS - 6 Dust 
and Welding 
Fumes 

Control and 
Protection of 
Existing 

Facilities  

 

SAFETY 

Welding, burning, grinding and blast cleaning activities on non-embedded parts, shall be 
performed outside and remote from the powerhouse in a location approved by the Project 
Manager.  

Contractor shall take all reasonable measures to manage and control dust and welding fumes 
created by its operations in the powerhouse; existing powerhouse equipment shall be protected 
by suitable measures. Prior to commencing such operations, the Contractor shall submit to the 
Project Manager a work plan addressing dust and fume control.  

Operating components of existing powerhouse equipment shall be protected by suitable methods 
by the Contractor, as approved by the Project Manager.  

All floor drains shall be protected with fine mesh screens to prevent the entry of debris.  

The Contractor shall be responsible for the satisfactory repair of damages to structures or 
equipment as a result of its operations. All damages shall be repaired by the Contractor in a 
manner approved by the Project Manager and at no cost to the Employer.  

 

Contractor Lot 1 during the reporting 

period performed specific construction 

works using reasonable measures 

stipulated by the considering 

specification and comply with 

requirements of approved SEMP. 

 

It should be noted that no any damage 
caused to operating organization 
Golovnaya HPP so far.      

GOS-7 
Training 

The Contractor shall provide in-factory and on-site training for Employer’s technical staff … The planned training shall start in the 
second half of the year 2018. 

GOS-9.1 
Submittals - 
General  

Refers to See Volume I, Section 9 – Contract Forms, Appendix 7 - List of Documents for 
Approval or Review,  

For reference 

GOS-10 
Disposal of 
Waste 
Materials  

 

Under Volume I, Section 7 – General Conditions of Contract, Clause 22 Installation, Sub-Clause 
22.7 Site Clearance, the Contractor is responsible for clearing away, from the Site, any wreckage 
and rubbish. Wreckage and rubbish includes waste materials generated by the Contractor, 
equipment debris and demolition debris. Equipment debris comprises existing equipment or parts 
of existing equipment that is to be replaced or refurbished under the Contract and demolition 
debris comprises roofing materials and broken concrete and reinforcing steel from areas of the 
powerhouse structure to be refurbished under the Contract.  

The location of the disposal area(s) will be designated by the Project Manager and will be no 

During the reporting period place/places 

of storage site whole wreckage occurred 

due to construction works of the 

Contractor still not determined. 

The PMU has been sent the letter No 

№16/1112-1107 dated 06.06.2018 

attention to Hukumat authorities of 
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Reference for 
Requirement  

Requirement  

Amended Bid Document - Vol II – Employer’s Requirements 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

greater than 5 km from the Site. The Installation Services for debris removal includes debris 
loading, transporting, unloading and safe placing in the appropriate disposal area. Where 
applicable and prior to transporting, fluids will be drained from equipment and disposed of in an 
environmentally acceptable manner.  

There likely will be more than one disposal area; each disposal area will be designated for the 
disposal of specific types of debris.  

Three (3) months prior to generating such wreckage and rubbish, the Contractor shall prepare 
and submit to the Project Manager its Materials Disposal Plan. This plan shall address disposal 
of each type of material, in particular, where each type of material will be placed taking due 
account of the environmental sensitivities of such work.  

Levakand city stated the request to 

allocate disposal area with location in 

radius not more than 5 km from the 

Golovnaya HPP.  

 

The final Material Disposal Plan was not 
completed and approved after the 
second revision by PMU/PIC along with 
the following submission of the 
comments to the Contractor Lot 1. The 
Material Disposal Plan shall be finalized. 

GOS-11 
Quality 
Management 
Plan 

The Contractor will provide the Installation Services conforming to the requirements of the 
Contract … 

…documented record keeping procedures … 

…Notice of Non Compliance and expedite proposed corrective action … 

It should be noted that quality 
management refers to all aspects of the 
project, including safety measures and 
environmental protection. 

GOS-13  
Environmental
Management 
Plan  

 

Within sixty (60) days of the Effective Date, the Contractor shall submit its Site Specific 
Environmental Management Plan to the Project Manager. This plan shall be based on the 
Environmental Management Plan prepared during preparation of the Initial Environmental 
Examination.  

This plan shall identify all environmentally sensitive work, the actions and preventative measures 
to be taken to minimize environmental risk, including environmental sensitivity training of 
workforce, reporting and corrective measures to be taken in the event of an environment 
damaging occurrence. 

The final  both Contractor’s Site specific 
Environmental Management Plan have 
been approved by the Employer after 
the Contractor’s revision based on Initial 
Environmental Examination  
requirements 

GTS-1.1 
General 

The Work to be done under this Contract includes  

The removal, transportation and storage and/or disposal of all existing equipment identified for 
replacement. 

For reference  
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Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) with adjustments during contract negotiations rev 14 Oct 2016 

 

Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) with adjustments during contract negotiations rev 

14 Oct 2016 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

   

18. Work 

Program 

 

18.6.2 The role of the Joint Coordinating Committee shall include … (d) review and discussion 
of safety matters … (f) any other mutually agreed matter … 

It is recommended that activity of the 

Joint Coordinating Committee also 

includes the ecological and social issues 

of both Contracts.  

21. Procurement  

21.1 Materials 

The Contractor shall adequately record the condition of roads, agricultural land and other 

infrastructure prior to the start of transporting materials, goods and equipment, and 

construction. 

It is required to conduct the relevant 

monitoring for execution of the indicated 

requirements by both Contractors. 

2.2.3 Labor 

Laws 

(d) The Contractor shall … provide equal wages and benefits to men and women for work of 
equal value or type and shall use their best efforts to employ women and local people 

negatively affected by, or living in the vicinity, of the project.  

There is no fact during the reporting 

period states any negative impact to the 

local citizens caused due to the Project 

implementation. 

According to the information provided by 

the Lot 1 Contractor specified in the 

monthly report №17 (SHJV-2018-248 

dated June 26, 2018.) more than 80% 

i.e. 165 people from 206 persons 

staffing on the site are the citizens of the 

Republic of Tajikistan.  155 people or 

94% of residents who live near from the 

site some of them are residents of 

Levakand city. There are 8 women hired 

by the Contractor for the positions of 

cleaners, nurse and cookers in the camp 

of the Contractor SHJV. 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) with adjustments during contract negotiations rev 

14 Oct 2016 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

In respect of the Contractor Lot 2 

according to the information provided by 

the site manager the total amount of 

their staff, includes 25 people who are 

the citizens of the Republic of Tajikistan. 

However 80% i.e. 20 people are 

Levakand residents and some of them 

who live near of the site including two 

women working as doctor and cleaner 

accordingly. 

22.2.7 Health 

and Safety  

(d) The Contractor shall throughout the contract (including the Defect Liability Period):  

(i) conduct Information, Education and Consultation Communication (IEC) campaigns, at least 

every other month, addressed to all the Site staff and labor (including all the Contractor's 

employees, all Sub-Contractors and Employer’s and Project Manager’s' employees, and all 
truck drivers and crew making deliveries to Site for construction activities) and to the immediate 

local communities, concerning the risks, dangers and impact, and appropriate avoidance 

behavior with respect to of Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD)— or Sexually Transmitted 

Infections (STI) in general and HIV/AIDS in particular;  

(ii)  provide male or female condoms for all Site staff and labor as appropriate; and   

(iii)  provide for STI and HIV/AIDS screening, diagnosis, counselling and referral to a dedicated 

national STI and HIV/AIDS program, (unless otherwise agreed) of all Site staff and labor.   

The Contractor shall include in the program to be submitted for the execution of the Facilities 

under Sub-Clause 18.2 an alleviation program for Site staff and labor and their families in 

respect of Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI) and Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD) 

including HIV/AIDS. The STI, STD and HIV/AIDS alleviation program shall indicate when, how 

and at what cost the Contractor plans to satisfy the requirements of this Sub-Clause and the 

related specification. For each component, the program shall detail the resources to be 

provided or utilized and any related sub-contracting proposed. The program shall also include 

provision of a detailed cost estimate with supporting documentation. Payment to the Contractor 

 

The specified requirements of the 

Special Condition of Contract (SCC) 

fully reflected and covered within the 

framework of the Site specific 

Environmental Management Plan, 

Annex 12 Health Care Management 

Plan. 

The Lot 1Contractor arranged medical 

unit staffing by medical persons and 

equipped with the necessary drugs and 

some medical diagnostic equipment.   

Contractor regularly conducts the 

monthly health care safety trainings for 

education of the staff and workers.  

The responsible person from the side of 

Contractor Lot 1 in charge of health care 

safety and work hygiene issues is the 

Chief Engineer of SHJV. 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) with adjustments during contract negotiations rev 

14 Oct 2016 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

for preparation and implementation this program shall not exceed the Provisional Sum 

dedicated for this purpose.  

22.2.16 

Prohibition of 

Harmful Child 

Labor  

The Contractor shall not employ any Child to perform and work; a “Child” means any person 
under eighteen (18) years.  

The conducted inspections of the site 

during the reporting period do not found 

workers look like younger than 18 years 

old. 

35 Unforeseen 

Conditions  

35.3 In addition to notice of any unforeseeable physical conditions, the Contractor shall provide 

the Project Manager with a written notice of any unanticipated environmental or resettlement or 

indigenous peoples risks or impacts that arise during construction, implementation or operation 

of the Plant or Permanent Works, which were not considered in the Initial Environmental 

Examination, Environmental Management Plan and the Contractor’s Site Specific 
Environmental Management Plan. 

During reporting period the Lot 1 

Contractor did not submit any written 

notifications stipulate detection of any 

unforeseen ecological risks and impacts 

that could occur during the construction 

works. 

46. National 

Laws and 

Regulations for 

Environmental 

Management 

46.1 The Contractor shall comply with all applicable national, provincial, and local 

environmental laws and regulations. 

The Contractor shall:  

(a) establish an operational system for managing environmental impacts,  

(b) carry out all of the monitoring and mitigation measures set forth in the Initial Environmental 

Examination and Environmental Management Plan and  

(c) allocate the budget required to ensure that such measures are carried out. The Contractor 

shall submit semi-annual reports on the carrying out of such measures to the Employer.  

More particularly, the Contractor shall comply with  

(a)  the measures and requirements set forth in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE), the 

Environmental Management Plan and the Contractor’s Site Specific Environmental 

Management Plan; and   

(b)  any corrective or preventative actions set out in safeguards monitoring reports that the 

Project Manager will prepare from time to time to monitor implementation of the initial 

environmental examination and the environmental management plan.   

The main list of laws and normative 

documents submitted to the Contractor 

Lot 1 including reference on webpage of 

the State Environmental Management 

Committee of the Republic of Tajikistan 

such webpage contains all relevant 

ecological regulatory documents. 

 

The Lot 1 Contractor fails to meet the 

requirements in respect of reporting and 

sometimes violates the environment 

protection and safety measures 

regulations. In connection with that fact 

PMU/PIC preparing and submitting to 

the Lot 1 Contactor the regular 

notifications state violations and 

recommendations for corrective 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) with adjustments during contract negotiations rev 

14 Oct 2016 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

The Contractor shall allocate a budget for compliance with these measures, requirements and 

actions.  

The Employer will regularly inspect works undertaken by the contractor to check on the 

implementation of environmental management and monitoring requirements. A non- 

compliance notice will be issued to the contractor if the employer requires action to be taken. 

The contractor is required to prepare a corrective action plan which is to be implemented by a 

date agreed with the employer. 

Failure to prepare a corrective action plan or to implement it within the required time frame will 

result in the owner undertaking the works and the cost, plus 20% will be recovered from interim 

payments or the final payment to the Contractor.  

The Contractor will have a system for recording and communicating any complaints received 

by any person employed by or contracted to the Contractor. All complaints will be 

communicated in writing to the Employer within one working day of their receipt.  

Following the award of the contract and prior to construction commencing the Contractor will 

review the EMP and develop this into a detailed Contractor's Environmental Management Plan 

(CEMP) that amplifies the conditions established in the EMP that are specific for the site and 

the tasks involved. The CEMP will be submitted to the Employer for approval at least 10 days 

before taking possession of any work site. No access to the site will be allowed until the CEMP 

is approved by the PMU.  

measures. SHJV in turn, inform about 

the taken measures associated with 

removal of sound violations. 

 

During the reporting period, Contractor 

Lot 1 signed the contract between 

Environment Protection Department of 

Levakand city stipulate extractions of 

natural resources from river channel 

located on the distance from 700m up to 

1500m downstream of the powerhouse. 

 

The requirement under the Contract to 

establish complaints registration 

systems of employed staff and local 

population has been fulfill by the 

Contactor Lot 1. 

 

 

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

 

Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

 Construction Phase  

6.2.1 Land use …no additional land will be required for the project. All the possible construction sites will be Allocation of additional land assigned 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

within the fenced area of Golovnaya. There are no illegal properties (land squatting or farming) 

at the site of HPP so involuntary resettlement and land acquisition policy of ADB will not be 

triggered. There is no need to set the worker’s camp at the site as the HPP…  
 

during the Contractor’s camp 
construction was not required. The 

camp of Lot 1 Contractor constructed 

upon permission from the Employer 

Barqi Tojik at the land pertained to 

Golovnaya HPP. 

6.2.2 Air Excavation at river embankment – Dust. Water spray to be used. Refers to good practice at 

Nurek Construction of new GIS switchyard.  

 

SF6 in breakers - leakage -Further training in its handling will however be provided during 

construction. The manufacturer should guarantee the maximum annual losses of SF6 at the 

level of 0.5%. The new breakers should be equipped with SF6 detectors and personnel will be 

trained in safety procedures.  

The requirements and planned 

measures of the Contractor pertain to 

monitoring and management for air 

quality on the site described in IEE and 

developed by the Contractor are given in 

detail in SEMP for specific site, Annex 7 

Dust Suppression Plan and Annex 8 Air 

Quality Management Plan. 

According to the approved design circuit 

breakers 220 kV and 110 kV, to be 

installed at the switchyard 220 kV and 

110 kV are in accordance with the 

requirements. Further on - job training to 

handle and service SF6 circuit breakers 

intend to be conduct at manufacturing 

GE premises (PRC).  

SF6 Gas leakage detectors items 

included in the scope of delivery of 

stipulated circuit breakers.  

6.2.3 noise  

 

Other than crane(s) and trucks no large machinery is required. Whenever possible, only 

machines with low sound power should be used.  

traffic through residential areas should be regulated: truck might be crossing residential areas 

only between 7.00 - 22.00 hours.  

In Sarband, the 5 km bypass road to the plant will be used, avoiding the disturbance of the 

Passing of heavy vehicles and trucks 

carry out through bypass road. Repair of 

the mentioned bypass road is executed 

by the Lot 1 Contractor. 

Transportation of other vehicles 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

town. 

At the site ear protection devices will be used by all workers at the HPP (both BT and the 

contractor’s employees). Personnel will be obliged to use these devices when the noise level 
exceeds 85 dB (WB/IFC EHS Guidelines, 2007). The SanPin of Tajikistan requires ear 

protection to be used when noise levels reach 90 dB. 

Training in noise measurement should be provided as part of the turnkey contract (personnel 

safety training).  

directing to HPP   carry out along the 

main road and within the permit time. 

Contractor Lot 1 carries out the planned 

measures on limiting of noise level 

according to Contractor’s SEMP, Annex 
9 Noise Management Plan. 

6.2.4 impact on 

access roads  

 

Transport to the site, transportation of solid wastes to the dumping site of Sarband 

experience of the Islamic Development Bank project at the Golovnaya, shows that all proper 

arrangements were in place and several shifts of 10-14 trucks were received.  

the limit of load on the roads per axle of transport vehicle will be strictly followed;  

No traffic interruptions are expected, as the traffic police and road authorities will be informed in 

advance. All traffic safety regulations to prevent accidents will be in place, and the traffic police 

will be controlling the movement of trucks.  

During the reporting period place/places 

of storage site whole wreckage occurred 

due to construction works of the 

Contractor still not determined. 

PMU submit the letter Ref. No 

№16/1112-1107 dated 06.06.2018 

attention to Hukumat authorities of 

Levakand city stated the request to 

allocate disposal area with location in 

radius not more than 5 km from the 

place of Golovnaya HPP.  

6.2.5 

biological, 

protected 

areas; cultural 

heritage, 

historical sites  

No impact on wild life of the area is expected, due to the fact that the project will be 

implemented at the existing facility. There are no national parks or other protected areas, 

affected by the Project and there are no historic or archaeological sites within the area of 

Golovnaya HPP.  

That is really to confirm that the nature 

of the Project at operating HPP not 

mean any environmental impact or 

effect for historical and archeological 

assets. 

6.2.6 impact on 

water 

resources/hydr

ology. Soil 

erosion  

Project activity: construction of river embankment.  

 

According to the Lot 1 Contract the 

construction of river embankment on the 

left bank of Vaksh river is ongoing. 

Construction of safety gabion allows 

preventing ongoing   long-term soil 

erosion on the left riverbank as well as 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

 may protect the area of the switchyard 

220 kV from any landslide occurrence. 

The indicated facility cannot cause 

negative impact on water resources and 

hydrological regime of river. 

6.2.7 wastes, 

generated by 

the project  

Mitigation measures in Contractors Waste Plans 

Batteries - removed as a result of the project. It is not envisaged that any batteries will be 

replaced by the Project.   

Replacement of batteries is envisaged in 

the scope of works of the Lot 2 Contract. 

Disposal of batteries will be carried out 

according to the Consortium GENSER-

GE’s SEMP, Annex 6 Contractor’ Waste 
Plan. 

 asbestos containing paper from removed old rotors - the removal of asbestos paper will be 

carried out in a safe to workers and to air pollution way, as referred by EHS Guidelines IFC 

2007; the same refers to the safe disposal of removed asbestos paper (mixed with lacquer 

particles). The costs are stated as specific EMP costs and the works will be part of turnkey 

contract. Close and documented supervision will be part of IC services.  

Collection and disposal of asbestos 

containing paper within Lot 1 and Lot 2 

shall be arranged by both Contractors 

according to their SEMP (in Lot 1: 

Annex 5 Asbestos containing 

materials Management plan; in Lot 2: 

Annex 6 Contractor Waste Plan. 

Currently the Contractor Lot 1 fail to 

settle the issue pertain to waste 

utilization with EMP because the 

Contractor faced the problems 

associated with search of local 

companies having special permission to 

carry out such activity. 

 Scrap metal – detailed in both Contactors’ waste plans.   

 Old transformer oil and issue of Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCBs). (IEE states that no 

PCBs based on old Russian database, but gives no verifiable evidence). 

Within the framework of the scope of 

works under Lot 1 construction of 

reservoir subject to emergency turbine 

oil release is underway including from 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

the side of new turbines by the methods 

of pipeline from pits until the indicated 

reservoir.  

 

Waste turbine oil remains as property of 

the Employer Barqi Tojik. 

 Old turbine oil - 18 tons of turbine oil per each generator unit; in total 54 tons of old turbine oil, 

will be removed from the dismantled equipment. The oil will be collected by BT and after 

required treatment will be re-used at other sites. Turbine oil is not subject to possible content of 

PCB. As the three turbines will be new and other two will be rehabilitated, plus there is the 

recently installed unit 4 turbine, it is expected that the leakage of the plant’s turbine oil into the 
river will be eliminated.  

Handling of removed oil is beyond the scope of the project, as it remains the property of the 

BT, but will no longer be used at Golovnaya. Handling of removed oil is beyond the scope of 

the project, as it remains the property of the BT, but will no longer be used at Golovnaya.  

IEE states: Mitigation measures: “accurate” handling to prevent the oil spill during equipment 
removal. The oil will be collected by BT and transported to other sites for reuse.  

Within the framework of the scope of 

works under Lot 1 the construction of 

reservoir subject to emergency turbine 

oil release is underway including from 

the side of new turbines through of 

pipeline from oil pits to the indicated 

reservoir.  

 

Waste turbine oil remains as property of 

the Employer Barqi Tojik. 

 Old hydraulic oil - There are about 600 litres of hydraulic oil in cylinders and in other parts 

supporting the openers of sluice gates per unit. Thus, in total, about 3,000 litres of hydraulic oil 

from the five dismantled generator units as agreed by partied will be removed under the 

project.  

Handling of removed oil is beyond the scope of the project, as it remains the property of the 

BT, but will no longer be used at Golovnaya. The oil will be collected and transported to other 

sites of BT where it can be re-used after required treatment.  

Mitigation measures: will be aimed at prevention of oil spill during removal from equipment and 

filling in storage tanks before BT collects it from the site; costs of measures will be included in 

the civil works;  

Not addressed in the Lot 1 Contractor’s 
SEMP.  

 

 

Responsibility and detailed plan for old 
oil removal, handling, storage, transport, 
reuse/disposal need to be clarified.  

6.2.8 Safety SAFETY 

The aim of the project is’ zero accident construction. The contractor will be required to prepare 
Contractor’s Occupational Health and 
Safety Plan within the framework of Lot 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

an EHS plan before the start of construction activities, the plan should be approved by the 

PMU.  

1 and Lot 2 included in corresponding 

CEMP and approved by the Employer 

before beginning of works at the site. 

6.2.9 impacts 

on socio 

economic 

power supply interruptions - single turbines, only 1 at a time will be shut down. If required, BT 

will ensure the additional feeding into the national grid. 

Water to consumers - Irrigation and people. During rehabilitation works operation of the 

irrigation canal might be interrupted but the supply of water to the system of Sarband from the 

reservoir will not be interrupted.  

Income generating activities - It is expected, that the project will create a number of unskilled 

jobs for people living in the project area although this will depend on the contractor’s proposal.  
In addition the Contractor’s staff will reside in the town Sarband (current population is about 

15,000) with the economic benefits in terms of housing and local restaurants and shops that 

should accrue.  

Power supply interruptions of network 

35kV and 6 kV users within the Lot 2 for 

the shot-time duration are probably but 

not obligatory.  

Interruptions of water supply of 

population are no expected. 

 

Realization of the Project positively 

affects for local residents because of 

their recruitment carried by the Lot 1 and 

Lot 2 Contractors.  

6.3 Operation 

stage 

To be addressed at the operation stage.  To be addressed at the operation stage.  

7.1 “Removal of gases treatment of oil regeneration) is currently not available at Golovnaya, it is 

recommended that such equipment can be purchased under the project.“ (Note: error here, 
meaning not clear) 

Procurement of the oil cleaning facility is 

not included in the scope of supply 

under Lot 1 and Lot 2. 

8.3 

ARRANGEMEN

TS FOR 

INCORPORATI

ON OF 

ENVIRONMENT

AL 

SAFEGUARDS 

… 

 

Within the PMU the ‘Social Sector and Environmental Monitoring Department is established 
and presently consists of 8 persons. The department is in full operation and will be responsible 

for conducting and/or supervising all necessary works in the field of implementation of the 

mitigation measures and monitoring actions  

…International Environmental Health and Safety Expert, staff of the Implementation Consultant 

(4 man-month over implementation period), supported by the Local Environmental Expert, (8 

man-month).  

…regular inspection visits by staff of PMU “Social Sector and Environmental Monitoring 
Department” shall be performed twice a month, or more frequently, as advised by the 
Implementation Consultant.  

Regular inspections of Golovnaya HPP 

(1-2 times per months) conduct by the 

authorized staff of Environment 

Monitoring and Social Sector 

Department of PMU. 

 

 

Actual: 3 not 4 months for International.  
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

Table after 

Section 8.3: 

Activity – Impact 

– Mitigation 

Table after Section 8.3: Activity – Impact – Mitigation  

Development and implementation of a site specific EHS Plan  

Dust: Under dry conditions spraying of the construction site with water 

Waste 

Excavated soil: if occurs, dumping at the special site at the plant;  

Packaging: collecting of domestic wastes at construction site regularly, dumping at the official 

dumping site of the city of Sarband.  

Metal: recycling is outside of the project scope, but the wastes will be handled by BT  

Ceramic waste: will be dumped at the dumping site;  

Asbestos paper: to be removed along with lacquer layer and disposed safely at the Sarband 

dumping sites, wrapped in PE film, below the surface level, but above ground water level.  

Noise: Use of machines fitted with silencers or mufflers, ear protection devices shall be handed 

out to all workers. Wearing these devices where 85 db(A) are exceeded;  

Power supply: Shut down of single generator should be done preferably during summer, when 

the demand is low. Otherwise, the alternative power supply should be ensured by in- feed from 

other plants;  

SF6 in breakers: Proper transportation of gas in steel containers, filling and Proper handling 

following international standards; installation of state-of-the-art leak detection system;  

SF6 in new generator breakers: Regular checking of function of leak detectors; follow the 

relevant internationally used guidelines.  

Transformer oil pollution of the water: Proper use of oil containment facility, use of oil-water 

separator and proper handling of waste oil, generated after separation.  

New system of fire safety  

 Within the framework of the Lot 1 and 

Lot 2 Contracts the corresponding 

SEMP plans is developed and 

performed for specific site; 

 Spraying of construction site with 

water against dusting are carry out 

regularly;  

 Within the Lot 1 Contract the relevant 

agreement on removal of the 

domestic garbage has been 

concluded between housing and 

communal services of Levakand city 

and SHJV. The mentioned Contract 

stipulates waste removal with 

following waste release into 

municipal dumping; 

 Resolving of the ACM disposal issue 

is expected during the second half 

year of 2018. 

 Hearing protection devices are used 

by the Contractors' personnel when 

the noise level exceeds 85 dB. 

 BT may provide such requirement 

even when three generators are 

shutdown in summer as it happened 

during the reporting period January-

June, 2018. 

- Contractors will provide the 

stipulated requirement according to 
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Reference for 

Requirement  

Requirement  

INITIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION (IEE) 

Findings / Comments.  

Evidence / source of information  

International standards of use gas 

insulated (SF6) regulations and its 

proper operating as part of 

equipment.  

 

 

 


